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Abstract
This work extends an earlier manual design space exploration of our developed Selective Load Value Prediction based
superscalar architecture to the L2 unified cache. After that we perform an automatic design space exploration using a
special developed software tool by varying several architectural parameters. Our goal is to find optimal configurations
in terms of CPI (Cycles per Instruction) and energy consumption. By varying 19 architectural parameters, as we
proposed, the design space is over 2.5 millions of billions configurations which obviously means that only heuristic
search can be considered. Therefore, we propose different methods of automatic design space exploration based on our
developed FADSE tool which allow us to evaluate only 2500 configurations of the above mentioned huge design space!
The experimental results show that our automatic design space exploration (DSE) provides significantly better
configurations than our previous manual DSE approach, considering the proposed multi-objective approach.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents an automatic design space exploration of an architecture containing a Selective Load Value
Prediction scheme suitable for energy-aware superscalar processors. A load value predictor is a hardware architectural
enhancement which speculates over the results of load instructions to speed-up the execution of the subsequent
instructions. Lipasti first proposed the Load Value Prediction (LVP) concept and, particularly, he developed a nonselective LVP in 1996 but we haven’t used his LVP structure due to its huge complexity. Our proposed architectural
enhancement (SLVP) differs from a classic value predictor due to an improved selection scheme that allows activating
the predictor only when a miss occurs in the first level of cache. We use a simple direct-mapped table which requires
less additional hardware enabling reduced energy consumption than traditional approaches (Lipasti’s first proposal).
We first used our SLVP in [9] where we have analyzed the efficiency of selectively anticipating the results of
long-latency instructions within superscalar and Simultaneous Multithreaded (SMT) architectures. Particularly we have
focused on Multiply, Division and critical Loads (with miss in L1 data cache). We integrated into the M-SIM simulator

[22] a Dynamic Instruction Reuse scheme for the Mul/Div instructions and a Last Value Predictor for the critical Load
instructions. Our improved superscalar architecture achieved an average Instruction Per Cycle (IPC) speedup of 3.5%
on the integer SPEC 2000 benchmarks, of 23.6% on the floating-point benchmarks, and an improvement in energydelay product of 6.2% and 34.5%, respectively. Our evaluations have also shown higher IPC and lower relative energy
consumption (energy-delay product) on all the evaluated SMT configurations (1, 2, 3 and 6 threads).
Since our previous results show that most of the IPC speedup was generated by the Load Value Predictor we
further focalized on this speculative technique. In [10] we performed a manual design space exploration regarding the
size of the L1 data cache in order to find the optimal configuration, which keeps high performance at low energy
consumption. We have shown that the performance lost by reducing the L1 cache capacity can be covered by our
Selective Load Value Prediction (SLVP) technique. The experimental results, performed on the SPEC 2000
benchmarks, have expressed that reducing the L1 data cache space by quartering its size and using SLVP produces an
improvement of the IPC and energy consumption in both the superscalar and SMT architectures against the
corresponding baseline architectures.
In this work we extend the manual design space exploration of a SLVP-based superscalar architecture to the L2
unified cache. Our goal is to find optimal configurations in terms of CPI (Cycles per Instruction) and energy
consumption. After these manual design space exploration performed by varying only 2 parameters we intend to
increase the number of the varied parameters to 19. By varying 19 architectural parameters, as we proposed, the design
space is over 2.5 millions of billions configurations which obviously means that only heuristic search can be considered.
Therefore, we propose different methods of automatic design space exploration based on our developed FADSE tool
which allow us to evaluate around 2500 configurations of the above mentioned huge design space, while still finding
good solutions! We implemented a domain ontology consisting of some micro-architectural restrictions and expert
knowledge expressed through fuzzy rules, in order to accelerate the design space exploration. By performing a multiobjective automatic design space exploration of the same architecture (using our developed FADSE tool [3]), but
varying 19 architectural parameters, the obtained configurations are significantly better than the manually obtained
ones.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the state-of-the art of value prediction techniques and some
basic concepts about design space exploration. Section 3 introduces the target architecture and presents the simulation
methodology. Also, there is performed a short presentation of the used metrics. Sections 4 and 5 describe the manual
and automatic design space exploration, respectively, together with experimental results obtained on the Alpha AXP
21264 architecture. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the relevant contributions of this work and presents some further
work directions.
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2. Related Work
Lipasti et al. [16] originally introduced the Load Value Prediction as a new data-speculative micro-architectural
technique exploiting the concept of value locality and the dynamic correlation between load instruction address and its
actual value. An important difference between our value prediction approach and Lipasti’s is that we selectively predict
only the Load instructions that generate a miss in L1 cache. Thus, we attenuate the mispredictions cost and reduce the
hardware cost of the speculative micro-architecture. Moreover, since less hardware is required, there is also less power
consumption.
Other value predictors like the stride-, context- and perceptron-based, have been proposed in our earlier work
[26] for register centric value prediction. The SLVP was already used in our previous papers [9, 10] and other load
value predictors have been proposed in [4, 19]. Different architectural support techniques for value prediction or energy
efficient approaches that speculate over the results of load instructions in order to speed-up the execution are presented
in [21, 11]. In [21] the authors selectively re-execute only the speculatively-retired instructions that depended on the
mispredicted value, so called ForwardSlice, performing a speed-up execution with an additional hardware budget
(ReSlice buffer). Somewhat similar, in [11] the author proposes a new load latency tolerant design that is both energy
efficient, and applicable to both in-order and out-of-order cores, based on slice re-execution as an alternative use of
multi-threading support, efficient schemes for register and memory state management, using a chained store buffer for
efficient store-to-load forwarding, and using pruning mechanisms to reduce re-execution overheads. The main idea of
load latency tolerance is to virtually scale the critical execution structures (issue queue, physical register file). Load
latency tolerance designs remove from these window resources all dependent instructions of loads with miss in caches
in order to allow younger instructions to enter the pipeline and execute. When a miss returns, the instructions which
depend on it are re-injected into the pipeline – re-acquiring issue queue entries and physical registers – and re-execute.
Further in this section we present some of the best known design space exploration tools. M3Explorer [25] is a
DSE framework that includes many design space exploration algorithms. M3Explorer can use response surface models
to accelerate the design space exploration. Another DSE tool is in a form of a website: archexplorer.org [7]. The users
can upload their component on the website where it is integrated into a computer system simulator. The design is
compared against other designs introduced by other users. The users do not have any control on the algorithm being
used. NASA [14] is also a similar tool. It allows the user to easily integrate his/hers DSE algorithm and offers the
possibility to connect to any simulator (features offered also by FADSE). Magellan [15] is a DSE tool which is bounded
to a certain simulator (SMTSIM). Magellan can perform only single objective DSEs.
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In [12] we used our developed FADSE tool to explore the vast design space of the Grid Alu Processor (GAP)
and its post-link optimizer called GAPtimize, both developed at Augsburg University. It has shown that FADSE is able
to thoroughly explore the design space for both GAP and GAPtimize and it can find an approximation of the Pareto [2,
3] frontier consisting of near-optimal individuals in moderate time. For the GAP, FADSE can find, due to the
approximation of the complexity, efficient configurations.
To our knowledge FADSE is the single DSE tool that allows the user to introduce domain knowledge through
fuzzy rules, written in a human-readable form, in order to accelerate the design space exploration. Mariani et al. [18]
use neural networks to accelerate the DSE process. The authors predict through neural networks if an individual is
worth simulating or not, but still the knowledge of an architect is not used.

3. Simulation Methodology
All the experimental results presented further were obtained using SPEC 2000 benchmarks on 500 million dynamic
instructions, skipping the first 300 million instructions. We evaluated six floating-point benchmarks (applu, equake,
galgel, lucas, mesa, mgrid) and six integer benchmarks: computation intensive (bzip, gcc, gzip) and memory intensive
(mcf, twolf, vpr). Our measurements are generated using an 80 nm CMOS technology and 1.2 GHz frequency.
The target architecture is a superscalar Alpha AXP 21264 processor augmented with a direct mapped Selective
Load Value Predictor of 1024 entries, access latency of 1 cycle and prediction latency of 3 cycles [10]. It has a Register
File of [32 int / 32 fp]*8, a Reorder Buffer (ROB) of 128 entries and a Load/Store Queue (LSQ) of 48 entries. Firstlevel caches are 64 KB, 2-way associative, with a 1-cycle latency. The second-level unified cache is 4 MB, 8-way
associative and 6-cycle latency. The main memory has a latency of 100 cycles.
For the performance metrics we chose CPI (and not IPC) because we want to minimize all the objectives for the
clarity of the Pareto graphs. For the relative CPI reduction we used the following formula:

CPI reduction =

CPI base − CPI improved
CPI base

⋅100 [%]

(1)

where CPI base and CPI improved are cycles per instructions with the baseline and improved architectures, respectively. A
positive value of CPI reduction means a performance improvement related to the baseline architecture.
The detailed power modeling methodology, used in the simulator, is presented in [1]. The dynamic power
consumption in CMOS microprocessors is defined as:

P = C ⋅ Vdd2 ⋅ a ⋅ f

(2)
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where C is the capacitance, generated using Cacti [23], Vdd is the supply voltage, and f is the clock frequency. Vdd and f
depend on the assumed process technology. The activity factor a indicates how often clock ticks lead to switching
activity on average. The power consumption of the modeled units highly depends on the internal capacitances of the
circuits. From the capacitance point of view, there are three categories of architectural structures: array structures,
content-associate memories, and complex logic blocks. The first two categories are used to model the caches, branch
predictors, the reorder buffer, the register renaming table, and the register file, while the last category is used to model
functional units.
For the power consumption evaluation we used the aggressive non-ideal conditional clocking model [5] which
scales linearly the power of active units with their usage and assumes 10% power dissipation in the case of unused
units. The instantaneous average power consumption (PMean) for a certain benchmark is computed with the following
relation:
T

∫ P(t ) ⋅ dt
PMean =

0

(3)

T

where T is the total simulation time in cycles and P is given in relation (2). The energy consumption is given by:

E = PMean ⋅ T
where

(4)

PMean is computed with relation (3). The average energy (weighted mean) is given by the following formula in

[ W ⋅ cycles ]:
N

∑ E ⋅T
i

E Mean =

i

i =1

(5)

N

∑T

i

i =1

where N is the number of benchmarks, Ei is the total or per unit energy computed for benchmark i and Ti is the total
number of cycles executed within benchmark i. The energy reduction percentage is given by:

E reduction =

Ebase − Eimproved
Ebase

⋅100 [%]

(6)

where, Ebase and Eimproved are the energy consumptions of the baseline and our improved architectures, respectively.
Thus, a positive value of E reduction means an improvement of the relative energy consumption.
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4. Manual design space exploration of the unified L2 cache
A method to increase the cache performance is to reduce the penalty in case of miss using multilevel caches. Our
simulated architecture uses two level exclusive caches. This allows smaller L2 data caches involving less power
consumption. The evictions are performed based on the Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm for both cache levels.
The first goal of our research consists in performing a design space exploration regarding the sizes of the L1 data
cache and the unified (instruction & data) L2 cache in superscalar architectures augmented with SLVP structures. Thus,
we will double, halve, quarter and eighth the L2 cache and we will halve, quarter and eighth the L1 data cache,
considering as reference the architecture presented in Section 3. We note with mUL2_nDL1 a configuration using m*4
MB 8-way associative unified L2 cache (m=2, 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8) and n*64 KB 2-way associative L1 data cache (n=1, 1/2,
1/4, 1/8).
Figure 1 presents the relative CPI and energy reduction – computed based on formulas (1) and (2), respectively –
of different configurations with SLVP of 1024 entries reported to the baseline configuration without SLVP. It can be
observed that the SLVP helps maintaining a better CPI and energy consumption when the cache sizes are reduced. The
CPI reduction with the help of the SLVP is positive up to using halve of UL2 and eighth of DL1. Starting with
quartering UL2, the CPI reduction is negative; therefore no performance improvement is achieved.

Figure 1. Relative CPI and energy reduction reported to UL2_DL1 without SLVP as baseline

The energy reduction is lower in the case of reducing the L2 cache to 1/8 than in the case of quartering it. The
energy consumption has a static and a dynamic component. 1/8UL2 cache implies a higher miss rate than 1/4UL2 and
therefore higher dynamic power consumption, due to the higher number of off-chip accesses. Thus, even if the static
power consumption of 1/8UL2 is lower than of 1/4UL2 the energy consumption is higher due to the higher dynamic
power consumption. Therefore, using only the quarter of the L2 cache (2 MB) and the eighth of the L1 data cache (8
KB) is optimal from the energy consumption viewpoint.
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As a preliminary conclusion, after the manual design space exploration the best configuration regarding CPI is
2UL2_DL1 whereas the best configuration in terms of energy consumption is 1/4UL2_1/8DL1. There are also some
optimal configurations from both CPI and energy viewpoints: 1/2UL2_1/2DL1 and 1/2UL2_1/4DL1. These results
obtained through manual DSE encourage us to explore a larger design space by automatic DSE because the best and the
optimal configurations are different and there are also other parameters which can be varied.

5. Automatic design space exploration
In the previous section we varied only the cache sizes through our manual design space exploration. Beside the caches
there are several parameters that can highly influence our two objectives: CPI and energy consumption. We selected 19
important architectural parameters to be varied during our automatic design space exploration, with the lower and upper
limits given in Table 1. By varying these 19 architectural parameters the design space grows over 2.5*1015 (2.5 millions
of billions) configurations which obviously means that only heuristic search can be considered. Therefore, we propose
different methods of automatic design space exploration based on our developed FADSE tool that contains also a
NSGA-II genetic algorithm implementation.
Parameter

Lower limit

Upper limit

Sets

2

32768

Block size (bytes)

8

256

Associativity

1

8

Sets

256

2097152

Block size (bytes)

64

256

Associativity

2

16

SLVP (entries)

16

8192

Decode / Issue / Commit width

2

32

ROB / LSQ / IQ size (entries)

32

1024

Number of physical register sets (int / fp)

2/2

8/8

Int / fp ALU

2

8

Int / fp MUL/DIV

1

8

DL1 / IL1 cache

UL2 cache

Table 1. Parameter limits

To perform design space exploration we have developed a tool called Framework for Automatic Design Space
Exploration (FADSE). It includes many state of the art evolutionary algorithms through the included jMetal [8] library.
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FADSE can be connected to almost any existing simulator. The parameters are described through an extensible XML
interface. FADSE allows parallel evaluation (included algorithms had to be modified to allow this).
FADSE is a client-server application. The number of clients can be dynamically changed. Clients can be stopped
or started while the DSE process runs. Since performing DSE can take a lot of time (weeks), reliability of the DSE tool
is a major concern. FADSE is able to cope with failing clients, failing networks or even power loss of the entire system.
It is able to recover from these situations by detecting the problems and resubmitting the simulations to other clients. In
case of power loss, it can restart the DSE process by making use of the integrated checkpointing mechanism. It contains
a database which allows reusing already simulated individuals. This leads to a reduction of the time required to perform
an exploration process. FADSE includes many metrics that the user can choose to evaluate the DSE process or to
compare different algorithms. Some of the implemented metrics are: hypervolume, coverage, two set difference
hypervolume [24], etc.
We have chosen for our automatic DSE the NSGA-II genetic algorithm. NSGA-II is a multi-objective genetic
algorithm developed by Deb et al. [6]. NSGA-II has been chosen as it provided very good results in our previous
experiments. In [2] we showed that NSGA-II, SMPSO [20] and SPEA2 [28] obtain results of similar quality but SPEA2
does not have such a good spread of solutions when optimizing the GAP system. In [3] we compared NSGA-II, SPEA2,
SMPSO and OMOPSO [24] on the UniMap simulator [3]. We showed that NSGA-II and SPEA2 obtain better results,
in terms of quality, than the other two algorithms. It starts from a random population called the parent population. From
this parent population an offspring population is generated by means of mutation and crossover (see below). The two
populations (offspring and parent) are merged into a single one and the best individuals (architectural configurations)
are selected according to their fitness value. The fitness value is computed considering the domination relationship and
a density function. These individuals will form the new parent population and the process is repeated.
NSGA-II is not a distributed algorithm by default. To accelerate the DSE process we have changed the algorithm
and now the individuals are evaluated in parallel. This is possible because the values of the objectives of an individual
are required only after all the individuals are evaluated. So an entire population can be evaluated in parallel and a single
synchronization point has to be established at the end of a generation. We configured the NSGA-II algorithm as
follows:
Stop condition: we will observe the hypervolume progress. If there is no progress for at least X generations we
consider that the algorithm has converged. To measure the progress we will use the following formula:
X

Progress =

∑ (H

k

− H k −i )

(7)

i =1

where Hk is the hypervolume of the current generation k, X ≤ k. When this sum is smaller than a specified threshold θ
the algorithm is stopped.
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Population size: 100 – as recommended in [6].
Mutation: bit flip mutation with a mutation probability of 1 nparam [6] (where nparam is the number of varied
parameters). In our situation the mutation probability is set to 0.05 (19 parameters).
Crossover: single point crossover, probability of crossover set to 0.9 (as specified in [6]).
Selection operator: binary tournament selection (described in [6])
Used metrics:
− Hypervolume: in a maximization problem the hypervolume is the volume enclosed between the Pareto front
approximation and the axes. In a minimization problem a point has to be selected (called hypervolume
reference point). The hypervolume reference point is selected at the coordinates provided by maximum
values of the objectives.
− Other metrics: number of generated individuals, comparisons between the obtained Pareto fronts
approximation.

5.1. Run without prior information
First of all, we start FADSE with an initial randomly generated population, without prior information. We search for the
optimal SLVP-based superscalar configurations considering the same two objectives, CPI and energy consumption, as
in the previous manual design space exploration. We vary the parameters presented in Table 1 with the hope to find
better configurations than our manually obtained “optimal” configurations. To avoid extremes which can generate
unfeasible configurations, we used the following constraints:
UL2 > DL1 + IL1
UL2_bsize ≥ DL1_bsize
UL2_bsize ≥ IL1_bsize
Where UL2_bsize, DL1_bsize and IL1_bsize are the block sizes for the unified L2 cache, L1 data cache and L1
instruction cache, respectively. Additionally, we limited the cache sizes by using the following hard constraints
(borders):
DL1: 16 KB - 1 MB
IL1: 16 KB - 1 MB
UL2: 1 MB - 8 MB
Unfortunately, the constraints used within the initial run does not allow FADSE to efficiently explore the borders
and, therefore, the configurations were not better than those obtained manually (see Figure 2) from the energy point of
view. Consequently, we relaxed the minimum cache capacities as follows:
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DL1: 4 KB - 1 MB
IL1: 8 KB - 1 MB
UL2: 256 KB - 8 MB
As Figure 2 shows, with relaxed borders FADSE provides significantly better configurations than our previous manual
design space exploration. With these constraints the design space is reduced to 3% of the initial space, meaning 7.7
*1013 (77 thousands of billions) configurations. Considering both objectives, the better results are influenced by the
following parameters: less DL1 sets, less IL1 sets, higher decode/issue/commit width, higher ROB size, higher IQ size,
higher number of MUL/DIV and higher SLVP size. Big structures will increase the energy consumption thus we do
need FADSE to find the relations between different parameters. We can observe again that SLVP helps maintaining a
better CPI and energy consumption when the cache sizes are reduced.
Since the exploration with relaxed borders was superior to the initial constraints, in the next experiments we used
only the relaxed borders.

5.2. Run with manually obtained “optimal” configurations
The second step in our experiment consists in starting FADSE with an initial randomly generated population but
containing also our manually obtained “optimal” configurations and their vicinity (with the goal to find better ones). We
selected from Figure 1 the best configuration in CPI, 2UL2_DL1, the best configuration in terms of energy
consumption, 1/4UL2_1/8DL1, and other two configurations which are optimal from both CPI and energy viewpoints:
1/2UL2_1/2DL1 and 1/2UL2_1/4DL1. We also considered the vicinities of these four configurations by varying the
SLVP size, L1 data cache size and L2 unified cache size one step up and down. Thus, we started FADSE again with
randomly generated population but containing also our 24 selected configurations: the “optimal” manual configurations
and their vicinities (some of them are overlapped). Figure 2 shows the obtained Pareto fronts after 25 generations by the
first three runs (initial run, run with relaxed borders and run with initial good configurations) compared with the
manually obtained configurations.
In terms of CPI all the runs find much better solutions than the manually obtained configurations. The run with
relaxed borders clearly finds better configurations than the ones obtained through manual exploration and also better
than the ones found during the initial run (restrictive constraints). The obtained solutions are distributed evenly along
the Pareto approximated front.
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Figure 2. Pareto fronts comparison

Inserting good configurations into the initial population provides also good results but it is not able to explore the
area with very low energies. It obtains better results than the run with relaxed borders in the vicinity of energy
1.20E+10 [ W ⋅ cycles ]. Low energy configurations are not found probably because the initial configurations were better
(and we have observed this on our analysis of the Pareto front approximation evolution over the generations) than all
the other individuals inserted randomly in the population. So all these good individuals survived until the next
generation and most of the offspring were generated from them thus loosing diversity. The mutation operator with a
probability of 0.05 of changing one parameter has a small chance of influencing significantly the produced offspring,
leading to a reduction of diversity.

5.3. Run with knowledge expressed through fuzzy rules
We are using fuzzy rules to allow the designer to express knowledge. The information provided by these fuzzy rules is
then used during the search process to guide the DSE algorithm. For this purpose we have included the jFuzzyLogic
library (http://jfuzzylogic.sourceforge.net) in FADSE. A user can define rules in a standard FCL file (IEC 61131 part
7). In this article we have developed and implemented the following rules derived from our experience in computer
architecture design:

IF Number_Of_Physical_Register_Sets IS small/big THEN Decode/Issue/Commit_Width IS small/big
IF SLVP_size IS small/big THEN L1_Data_Cache IS big/small

We have selected the Mamdani-type fuzzy systems [17]. These imply the following steps that need to be carried to
extract information: fuzzification of the input variables, evaluating the rules, aggregating the outputs and then
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defuzzification. The fuzzification was done using trapezoidal functions. For the evaluation the min function was used
for “and” and max for “or”. For inference the Mamdani implication has used (min). The rule aggregation was performed
using the Mamdani aggregation (max). This system was selected because of its popularity.
Two different mutation operators were used. Both of them are based on the bit flip mutation. To preserve
diversity, the information provided by the fuzzy rules is not always taken into consideration. To obtain this, a
probability of applying the fuzzy information (called fuzzy probability) is used. The only difference between the
implemented methods is how the probability to apply the information provided by the fuzzy rules is computed.
In the simple implementation this fuzzy probability is constant during the run of the algorithm and it is set to be
equal with the probability of mutation (mutation_prob). If the fuzzy rule is not applied the algorithm switches to the
classical bit flip mutation for the current parameter. The second implementation uses a Gaussian probability so there is a
higher chance to apply the fuzzy rules for the first generations. As the DSE process runs, the probability to apply the
fuzzy rules decreases to a value close to mutation_prob. We have selected the parameters of the Gaussian function such
that at generation 5 the function is close to 0. The Gaussian function is then translated so that the minimum is close to
mutation_prob. The final form of the function is shown below:

f ( x) final = (1 − mutation _ prob) ⋅ e

− ( x )2
2⋅(150 )2

+ mutation _ prob

(8)

where x increases with one for each individual generated by the algorithm. The result of this function is further
multiplied by 0.8 and by the membership value [27] to obtain a maximum value less than 1.
Figure 3 presents the results obtained with fuzzy information compared with the previous results.
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Figure 3. Pareto front comparisons between the run with fuzzy rules and the run with relaxed borders
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We have selected the run with relaxed borders (called “run without fuzzy”) as the reference run since it has
found solutions all along the approximated Pareto front. In Figure 3 we compare the run with fuzzy information
(constant probability to apply the fuzzy rules) with the run without fuzzy. It can be easily observed that the run with
fuzzy information obtains very good results. Figure 3 also shows that the run with fuzzy rules finds better results in the
vicinity of energy 1.20E+10 [ W ⋅ cycles ] than the run without fuzzy information. We have also compared the run with
fuzzy rules with the one with initial good configurations and we observed that in fact the later obtains a few individuals
which are slightly better.
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Figure 4. Pareto fronts comparison between the runs with fuzzy rules

Figure 4 performs a comparison between the results obtained with fuzzy information but with different methods
of calculating the probability to use the information provided by them. The run with constant probability finds better
individuals in the area with low energy. Having an almost 80% probability to apply the rules during the first generations
might lead to a loss in diversity of the individuals on the parameters influenced by the rules. This fact might explain the
poorer results.
Figure 5 gives us two types of information: about the convergence of the algorithms and about the quality of
results. It can be observed that the algorithms tend to stop the rapid evolution after 15 generations (initial run is an
exception). The algorithms were run until generation 25 due to time constraints.
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Figure 5. Hypervolume comparison

After a comparison of the hypervolume values we can conclude that: the initial run with restricted borders
obtained the worse results. Relaxing the borders considerably improved the quality of results even though the size of the
design space has become larger by a factor of around 2 (from 3.8*1013 to 7.7*1013). Having good configurations
inserted in the initial population can lead to very good results but it starts to perform worse after generation 14, rising a
bit after generation 19 and then dropping dramatically after generation 23. Observing the obtained Pareto front
approximation and its evolution we have concluded that the algorithm tends to focus on a smaller area of the space,
falling into local minima. This can be explained by the lack of diversity of the initial configurations, since all the
individuals inserted differ on only two parameters from a total of 19.
The run with a constant probability of accepting the results from the fuzzy rules provided the best results. The
run with a Gaussian probability of applying the information provided by the fuzzy rules had a similar behavior at the
beginning with the run using relaxed borders. After generation 12 the results are slightly worse. We can conclude that
imposing a high probability of the rules will reduce diversity, especially with a small number of rules. In our previous
work more rules were used and the membership functions had many intervals (associated linguistic terms) [13]. In this
situation the runs with Gaussian probability provided better results.
It can be observed that using some extra knowledge (initial configurations or fuzzy rules) makes the algorithm
start from a better initial population (see the hypervolume values at generation 1) and, as a consequence, the algorithm’s
convergence speed is better.
The hypervolume corresponding to the run with a constant probability of applying the fuzzy rules at generation
15, is reached by the run with relaxed borders only at generation 24. This is a great improvement. In our experiments,
running one generation on 96 cores belonging to an Intel Xeon powered HPC system, with cores running at 2GHz,
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takes around one day. Running with fuzzy rules we achieved the same results 9 days earlier (36% faster) than without
fuzzy rules. Additionally, after the same amount of time (25 generations) the hypervolume reached by the run with
fuzzy is never reached by the simple run. If more qualitative information would have been provided through the fuzzy
rules we do expect even bigger improvements. A single experiment takes around 25 days. Running all the five
experiments took over 4 months of simulation on a HPC system using 96 cores.
All the runs evaluate roughly the same amount of individuals: around 2200 from the 2500 individuals sent for
evaluation; the rest are reused from the database (12% reuse degree). This means that the produced offspring are almost
all of them new/different individuals. This behavior is caused by the extremely large design space. In previous
explorations on different simulators (smaller design space – 106) around 60% reuse degree was observed [2, 12].
After analyzing the best results obtained during the automatic DSE process we extracted the parameter values for
optimal configurations from either high performance or low energy viewpoints. The results are presented in Table 2. As
it can be observed, some parameters like Decode width and SLVP size must have high values in order to obtain both
high performance and low energy.

Parameter

For high performance

For low energy

Sets

2048

32

Block size (bytes)

256

64

Associativity

2

2

Sets

1024

32

Block size (bytes)

16

256

Associativity

8

1

Sets

8192

256

Block size (bytes)

256

256

Associativity

4

16

SLVP (entries)

4096-8192

4096-8192

Decode / Issue / Commit width

32 / 16 / 32

16-32 / 4-8 / 16-32

ROB / LSQ / IQ size (entries)

1024 / 512-1024 / 128

256 / 32-64 / 64

Number of physical register sets (int / fp)

8/8

2/2

Int / fp ALU

8/8

8/2

Int / fp MUL/DIV

8/8

8/8

DL1 cache

IL1 cache

UL2 cache

Table 2. Parameter values for optimal configurations
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6. Conclusions and Further Work
We have observed that the SLVP helps maintaining a better CPI and energy consumption when the cache sizes
are reduced. Therefore, the optimal configurations, obtained by both the manual and automatic design space exploration
of our SLVP-based superscalar architecture, have lower cache sizes than the baseline architecture without SLVP.
FADSE is able to find good configurations by evaluating a very small percentage of the total search space. We
reduced the number of evaluated configurations to only 2500, representing 3*10-11% of the huge constrained design
space of 77 thousands of billions configurations. The experimental results show that our automatic design space
exploration provides significantly better configurations than our previous manual design space exploration.
Starting FADSE with initial good configurations can accelerate the DSE process. It is recommended that the
configurations differ on multiple parameters so that diversity is preserved. In our situation the configurations differed
only on three parameters thus leading to a loss of diversity and finally it could not explore the entire Pareto front.
Using fuzzy rules can considerably accelerate the DSE process (9 days earlier to reach the same result in our
situation). Also the obtained results are better than the ones obtained with no prior information after the same amount of
time. In this concrete optimization process the constant probability to apply the fuzzy rules lead to better results. In our
previous work – where the number of rules was higher and had more linguistic terms associated to the membership
functions – we have obtained better results by modulating the probability with a Gaussian function during the
generations. With a larger number of rules the individuals are mutated into a more diverse population. Thus, forcing the
rules to be applied often does not lead to a loss of diversity in the population.
We plan to repeat these experiments on SLVP-based SMT and multi-core architectures. Other further work
possibilities are to access the SLVP only in the case of miss in both the L1 and L2 data caches, to index the SLVP table
with the memory address instead of the instruction address, to exploit an N-value locality instead of 1-value locality as
we are currently exploiting, to evaluate set-associative SLVP configurations and yet another one to design and
implement an adaptive dynamic run-time thermal manager (temporarily deactivating the SLVP unit, voltage scaling,
frequency scaling, migrating computation, etc.). We also plan to explore, as the third objective, the die size needed by
the memory architecture.
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